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SOFTWARE AND FILE STRUCTURES FOR COMPUTER-COUPLED

PILOT FERMENTATION PLANTS

Raymond P. Jefferis III *

Gesellschaft fiir Biotechnologische Forschung m.b.H.

D-3300 Braunschweig, GFR

Abstract

Software and file structures are discussed which were successfully used to couple

six fermentation vessels to a process computer in a research pilot plant. Computer

program functions are described which performed the data processing, process opera-

tor service, and communications in this installation. Also discussed are extensions

to the FORTRAN language which were used for process operator graphics and for comm-

unication between the process computer and a time-sharing computer.

Introduction

The coupling of a digital computer to a fermentation plant offers a new means for

objective data acquisition, control, and on-line analysis under conditions of chang-

ing instrumentation and experimental goa1sl1-17] These conditions require a more

flexible software structure than would be the case in production applications.

Furthermore, cost considerations have, until recently, constrained the computeri-

zation of multiple fermentation vessels to a single process computer in pilot plant

applications This fact has also complicated the software structure, since

fermentations in a pilot plant are often conducted independently of each other.

Therefore, in the case of multiple fermentation vessels, some means must be found

to coordinate plant activities for efficient operation and to avoid conflict situa-

tions. Experience has now shown that not only is more data gathered from a given

fermentation in such a plant, but computer coupling to multiple fermentation vessels

leads to a higher total number of experiments per unit time. Because of this con-

centration of experimental data, one can no longer ignore the problem of information

storage and retrieval in these plants. Instead the file structures must provide for

* Permanent address: Widener College, Chester, Pennsylvania 19013, U.S.A.

  



 

 
 

 

22 R.P. Jefferis Ill

archival storage of data and for indexing methods which will facilitate its later

recall for comparative studies and plant management information. Again, experience

has shown that archival files are best maintained and accessed in a time-sharing

computer environment. The coupling of a time-sharing computer to the pilot plant

process computer using newly available software for network data exchangeL!9] ap-

pears to satisfy the requirements for both on-line processes and off-line analyti-

cal studies. Another aspect of the problem is the interaction of a process opera-

tor with a computer coupled to such a plantl20]. This interaction should be simple

in form, to minimize training time and operator errors, but should also allow the

operator ready access to the data of multiple fermentation processes. When this

design goal and the others above are satisfied, the computer-coupled pilot plant

can attain its full potential for accelerating the development of fermentation

processes.

The programming which couples a process computer to a fermentation pilot plant

for the achievement of such goals is a complex structure of task programs which are

interdependent in time and share common data a . The structural arrangement of

required task functions and their related file structures must reflect the pilot

plant instrumentation and its experimental objectives. Thus the computerization

of a fermentation pilot plant will usually begin with an explicit definition of

the functions to be performed, the structure of task programs which will perform

these functions, and the data and parameter files necessary to support this struc-

ture. To illustrate these principles the coupling of a pilot plant for fermenta-

tion research at the GBF to an Industrial PDP-11 computer will be taken as a case

study. In this plant the goals of computerization were rapid and objective process

development requiring the acquisition, analysis, and storage of experimental infor-

mation from up to six fermentation vessels. Since this process development was to

lead to scale-up calculations and process control strategies, a large PDP-10 time-

sharing computer was coupled to the process computer for modelling and optimization

studies in either on-line or off-line model 22] | A special graphical display system

with light-pen was selected for the process operator console. This example thus

encompasses most of the objectives of pilot plant process development in fermen-

tation technology today, and the software and file structure which evolved should

consequently suggest solutions to many of the problems generally encountered.

Software Structure

Pilot plant computing tasks can be broadly divided into data processing, opera-

tor services, and communications. The software structure which performs these

functions in the case study plant is organized into these sections also, as illus-

trated in Figure 1 and explained in Table 1. In the data processing section, the

tasks for gathering, analyzing, and storing process data are coordinated by an

interrupt-driven scheduling program. The scheduled tasks have input either from
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ALRMLG

CALIB

CONTRL

DATANL

DATLOG

DATSND

ENDEXP

FILUPD

GRFTIM

HRLOG

INIDIR

Table 1

Software structure for computer-coupled pilot plant.

Performs A/D scan of fermenter
measurements, using parameters
stored in the SCAN file.

Spools messages to typewriter
when inputs exceed limits set
by constants in SCAN file.

Converts normalized inputs to
engr. units, with parameters
from the SCAN file.

Generates output pulse count
to actuator according to velo-
city algorithm, using param-
eters from the SCAN file.

Performs data analysis calcu-
lations upon measured data.

Prints last valid data on the
operator console display.

Transmits on-line data to a
time-sharing computer.

Ends data acquisition for the
selected facility.

Updates data file of experi-
ment with latest acquired and
analyzed values.

Makes graphical plot of batch
history on operator CRT screen.

Spools hourly reports on all
experiments to line printer.

Enters new experiment in direc-
tory file, using keywords sup-
piied by the process operator.

INI FAC

INIFIL

INIFLS

INIPCL

INTRPT

MCR

PARCHG

PARUPD

PCLCHG

POC

PULSER

RUNFAC

SCHED

SCNFIL

Initializes all exper. files.

Opens new data file for exper.

Reinitializes all system files.

Opens protocol file for new ex-
periment. Can use previous
protocol files.

Runs appropriate task upon pro-
cess interrupt.

Monitor Console Routine to in-
stall and run system programs.

Performs operator dialog to
change SCAN file parameter.

Performs scheduled change of
process parameter in SCAN file
according to protocol.

Inserts, changes; or deletes an
entry in protocol, PRCL, file.

Process Operator Console task.

Closes control relay output
for a time equal to pulse count
output from CONTRL program.

Places selected facility in RUN
state, and assigns experiment
number.

Schedules data processing se-
quence for a given fermenter.

Enters parameters for a new
SCAN file. Normally used only
at system generation time.

Program modules for computer-coupled pilot plant.
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the plant or from a common memory area, where the results of other tasks are stored

and shared, and these tasks send their results either to this area or to a disk file.

In the operator services section, a Process Operator Console (POC) task calls upon an

array of service routines which conduct dialog with the operator and carry out his

wishes. The latter programs have input either from the operator keyboard or, alter-

natively, from a graphical display with interactive light-pen. To simplify operator

interaction and to minimize training time, the interactive graphic software allows

the operator to select from a menu of permissible decisions, and even to change set-

points, by means of light-pen interaction with the CRT display screen. Output is to

files of the operating parameters. In the communications section special primitives

for data exchange in computer networks were used by a series of programs which trans-

fer experimental data to the time-sharing computer, cause various programs to oper-

ate upon this data, and can return analyzed results to the process computer.

Data Processing

The functions of on-line data processing for fermentation processes include data

acquisition, normalization, conversion to engineering units, alarm logging, control,

and data file updating. The data acquisition and control sequence can either be

time scheduled or can be initiated as the result of a process interrupt. In the case

study plant the data acquisition sequence is initiated after an exhaust gas multi-

plexer switches the analysis instruments from one fermenter to another, with a two

minute delay for measurement equilibration. The sequence of data analysis programs

is scheduled by a separate program (SCHED) for each fermentation vessel. This per-

mits flexible scheduling of the data processing operations performed. The first

function, data acquisition (ADSCAN), loads raw measurement data into the computer in

the form of integers between zero and the maximum full-scale range of the A/D conver-

ter, typically 8192. The A/D converter channel and input gain for each variable are

obtained from the parameter scan file (SCAN). The input values are then normalized

over the range 0 to 1 by the equation,

DATA = [(RAW/8192) - ZERO] X SPAN , (1)

where the measurement ZERO and SPAN values are also obtained from the scan file. The

normalized data is then converted to engineering units by the formula,

EDATA = (DATA X ESPN) + EZRO , (2)

where the engineering zero (EZRO) and span (ESPN) are taken from the scan file. If

a calibration curve is used to correct the input data, it can be applied either at

this point, on the data represented in engineering units, or on the normalized data.

The final corrected value is then compared against high and low alarm limits (HILIM

& LOLIM) obtained from the scan parameter file, and appropriate messages are then
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sent to the alarm typewriter by the alarm logging program (ALRMLG). A data analysis

program (DATANL) then analyzes the data on-line for certain indirectly measurable

variables which are vital to fermentation process evaluation (Oxygen uptake rate, CO,

evolution rate, etc.). [16] These calculated values, along with the corrected measure-

ments, are then saved on a magnetic disk file by means of a file update program (FIL-

UPD). Both calculated and measured values are thus instantly available to the process

operator from this file. For those fermentations requiring setpoint control, an ad-

ditional program (CONTRL) subtracts the measured (or calculated) values from their

setpoints stored in the scan file and computes the velocity control algorithm output,

Vs from the resultant error, En> according to the formula,

V=KL(E - En) + KE, + KalEn an En-2)] : (3)

4

are taken from the scan file. The result of this algorithm is taken as the length of

time which a servopotentiometer actuator should be set in motion to change the pro-

cess setpoint. This value is then sent as a pulse count to a separate file, where it

is counted to zero by a process actuator program (PULSER), which also closes the pro-

per relay to actuate the servopotentiometer drive motor. This method of control has

been discussed in the literature as it applies to fermentation Kontol ‚„ and has

the advantage that setpoints remain fixed, and control reverts to manual mode, upon

The proportional, integral, and derivative constants (Kos K., and Ka respectively)

failure of the process computer.

Communications

The recent availability of software for data exchange in computer networks 41?

provides a new framework in which modelling, process state estimation, and optimiza-

tion can be carried out either on-line or off-line. In a computer network pilot plant

data gathered on-line by the process computer can be sent to a time-sharing computer

for further processing whenever time or memory requirements would exceed the capabil-

ities of a process computer. This would be particularly true in the case of computa-

tion intensive modelling, identification, and optimization techniques which use iter-

ative methods and numerical integration. In the case study plant the process control

computer (PDP-11) and the time-sharing computer (PDP-10) were coupled by adding a set

of data link primitives, FORTRAN callable, to the standard FORTRAN library functions

of the RSX-11D operating system of the process computer. A SENDER and RECVER program

were also written for the time-sharing computer to handle the communication according

to a protocol. The file primitives are explained briefly in Table 2. These primi-

tives were then invoked, as illustrated by the program example given in Table 3, to

transmit an experimental data file to the PDP-10. The data communications were car-

ried out in asynchronous mode at 2400 baud with a cyclic redundancy check for error

detection. Error correction was by retransmission. To date, performance of the 500

meter data link has been excellent.
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CALL LOGIN (PROG,IER)
Logs the process computer in on the time-sharing
computer and runs PROG on the latter. The param-
eter IER is an error return code which is null if
the directive was successful.

CALL LOGOUT (IER)
Logs the process computer out on the time-sharing
computer.

CALL DLRUN (PROG, IER, TIME)
Runs the program,named PROG, on the time-sharing
computer after TIME seconds have elapsed.

CALL DLFILE (FILNAM, IER)
Opens a file named FILNAM on the time-sharing computer
for read or write access.

CALL DLSEND (ARRAY, L, IER)
Sends L bytes of a byte array, ARRAY, from the process
computer to the time-sharing computer.

CALL DLREC (ARRAY, L, IER)
Receives L bytes from the time-sharing computer and
loads them into the byte array, ARRAY. The number of
bytes sent by the time-sharing computer (received by
the process computer) can be read from the parameter
L after transfer of the data block is complete. An
EOF coming from the time-sharing computer is signified
by IER=20.

CALL DLEOF (IER)
Sends an EOF to the time-sharing computer after data
transfer of a file has been completed.

Table 2 FORTRAN callable directives for data link operations.

ENCODE (12, 540, WEILE> IEXP DO 158 K=1, 72
L=73-K

. “.LER, @> IF (BUFF (L>. NE. SPACE) GOTO 168
IFCIER. NE. 8) GOTO 382 4158 CONTINUE

DEFILECWFILE, c
IF CIER. NE. @) GOTO 303 168 at
168 ER
bo = I=1, IMAX IF(IER. NE. 8) GOTO 304
TCRD= 298 CONTINUE
READ THE DISK FILE ozs ree

CALL _DLEOFCIER)G0TO 188 DLEOFCIER)
CALL HAIT(288, 1, MW) Aa eee
READ<2’ IFILE, ERR=187)DATX,
TIMX, ITIM, (DATACI>, J=i, 68>

Table 3. Parts of program using FORTRAN callable directives.
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Process Operator Console Functions
 

At least ten functions have been identified which a computer should perform for

the process operator in a fermentation plant. As indicated in Figure 2 these include

 

PROCESS OPERATOR
CONSOLE PROGRAM   

  

     
  

            
  

      

INITIALIZE RUN HOURLY] [STATUS] PARAMETER [TERMINATE
FACILITY FACILITY LOG REPORT CHANGE FACILITY

ENTER DEMAND LAB
PROTOCOL LOG DATA ENTRY| |'IME GRAPH          

Figure 2 Functions of the process operator console.

the ability to seize (initialize) a plant facility, enter its operating protocol, run

a process on it, obtain data logs upon demand or hourly during the process, and to

terminate the process. In addition it must be possible to change operating parame-

ters during operation, at either the operating or the engineering level. Furthermore

many processes require off-line laboratory analysis, so provision must be made for

entering the results and for correlating these results with the operating data gath-

ered on-line. Finally, it has been found desirable to have the status of all plant

facilities available upon demand and to have graphical data presentation of inter-

mediate results from active processes. Research has shown that all of these func-

tions can be made accessible to the operator through an interactive display console.

Requests for these operator services are normally serviced by a Process Operator

Console (POC) program which conducts the operator through a decision tree to the com-

pletion of each selected function. At each branch point, or node, of this tree the

operator is presented a menuof possible valid choices at high screen intensity. In-

valid choices are inhibited and are presented at low screen intensity. The operator

then selects a valid item from the menu, typically by means of a light-pen, and the

selected choice is set in blink mode on the screen for operator verification. Cor-

rection is then possible by merely selecting an alternative line from the menu before

committing the decision. Once the decision has been committed, by touching the word

"*select*" on the screen, the POC program moves to the next decision node. This se-

lection cycle is repeated until the desired function has been correctly performed.

To illustrate this procedure, consider that the operator selects PARAMETER CHANGE

from a menu of the ten functions indicated above. The program, PARCHG, is then

called to continue the interactive dialogue. This program may be written in an over-
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lay structure, as shown in Figure 3, to save memory space. A subsection of this pro-

gram, PARSEL, is first called to determine, by means of further subprograms, which

facility in the plant is involved, PARFAC, and which parameter relating to that fa-

cility is to be altered, PARPRM. The operator is subsequently presented a menu of

[PARCHG|

  

  

   
PARUPD

|
 

 

|PARFAC| |PARPRM} [PARFIL| |PARPIC] [PARMOD| [PARENT]
 

Figure 3. Overlay structure for the parameter change function.

the plant facility names, with the names of active facilities intensified on the

screen. The operator selects a facility and receives in turn a list of parameters he

is eligible to change. Program control is then transferred to the subsection, PAR-

UPD, which will update the desired parameter by first looking up the old value, PAR-

FIL, then pictorially displaying it on a simulated instrument scale, PARPIC, permit-

timg it to be modified, PARMOD, by light-pen action on the screen, and finally enter-

ing the new value indicated on the screen into the parameter file, PARENT. By the

use of light-pen sensitivity, displayed figures may be moved about the screen by in-

teraction with the light-pen. An analog of previous operator experiences, such as

moving a setpoint or alarm limit pointer on a controller, can thus be simulated on

the display console. The numerical values can be simultaneously displayed next to

the movable figures for accuracy. When these values have been entered into the par-

ameter file, the task is complete, and control is transferred to the main POC pro-

gram once more.

Programming Languages

While the programming of data processing and communications functions can be ef-

ficiently executed in the FORTRAN language with the ISA (Purdue Workshop) Standard

Extensions for Industrial Process Control, the decision tree programming of operator

console functions requires a high degree of logical structure for which programming

languages other than FORTRAN are more appropriate. These limitations were under-

stood when FORTRAN was first adopted as the international standard language for pro-

cess control at the International Federation on Automatic Control (IFAC) Symposium

in Helsinki, 1971, but were swept aside in deference to the immediate availability of

the Standard Extensions. These limitations have led to the development of a number
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of preprocessors which translate ALGOL-like statements into FORTRAN code. The For-

tran Language with Extended Control Structures (FLECS) preprocessor developed at the

[27] is an excellent example. This preprocessor replaces theUniversity of Oregon

standard IF and DO structures of FORTRAN with a simpler structure requiring no state-

ment numbers. Furthermore, this preprocessor adds nine powerful structures not avail-

able in FORTRAN. These are the UNLESS, WHEN/ELSE, CONDITIONAL, SELECT, REPEAT WHILE,

REPEAT UNTIL, UNTIL, WHILE, and procedural structures, illustrated in Table 4, which

FORTRAN STRUCTURES BLECS

IF IF {SIMPLIFIED }

DO DO {SIMPLIFIED }

GOTO UNLESS

CALL/RETURN WHEN/ELSE :
Table 4 Comparison of structural

CONDITIONAL constructs in FORTRAN
SELECT with those of the FLECS

REPEAT UNTIL preprocessor.

REPEAT WHILE

UNTIL

WHILE

PROCEDURES/ DEFINITIONS

CALL/RETURN {NOT EXCLUDED }

GOTO {NOT EXCLUDED }

previously were only available in ALGOL, PL1, PASCAL and other languages. However,

use of the FLECS preprocessor does not exclude the previous FORTRAN structures.

Therefore the operating real-time extensions, which use the CALL/RETURN structure of

FORTRAN are still valid within this language. The FLECS preprocessor, then, gives

structural completion to the FORTRAN language while meeting the IFAC standards for

industrial process control.

To observe the application of FLECS to operator graphics, consider the selection

of HIGH LIMIT, LOW LIMIT, or SETPOINT indicator figures in the parameter change exam-

INTEGER FIGURE,HILIM,LOLIM,SETPT, ENTER

HILIM = 0
LOLIM = 1
SETPT RS 2
ENTER = 3

WHILE (IEXT.NE.1)

DRAW- SENSITIVE-FIGURES
DRAW-INSENSITIVE-TABLES x :
AWAI T-HIT-AND-DECODE-FIGURE Figure 4 Example of the appli-

cation of extended
SELECT(FIGURE)
; structures.

(HILIM) YHL = YHL+DZ
(LOLIM) YLL = YLL+DZ
(SETPT) YSP = YSP+DZ
(ENTER)
. Z® = YHL

ZI EIVER

22 2, XSP.
IEXTT= 4

+ FIN
+) RIN
FIN

 



 

 

}
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ple above. Figure 4 outlines the application of extended structures to part of this

example. The WHILE structure is used to withhold commitment to the new parameter

values until the operator has signified completion by touching the word "*ENTER*" on

the screen with the light-pen. The component tables and figures of the display are

drawn with the help of procedures, which in FLECS are referenced by hyphenated names.

The latter feature contributes greatly to the documentation clarity of the FLECS pre-

processor. Upon interception of a light-sensitive figure by the light-pen, the SEL-

ECT function carries out the required action for each case, as indicated. These ac-

tions themselves may have multiple steps, terminated by the FLECS terminator, FIN.

The equivalent FORTRAN statement would be a computed GOTO with a corresponding array

of statement numbers and numbered actions, each terminated by a GOTO. This equival-

ent FORTRAN programming would be both time-consuming and error prone. Though the ex-

ample chosen is elementary, it indicates the logical clarity and self-documentation

of the FLECS language. In this respect, industrial users of the FLECS preprocessor

report a reduction in programming time requirements on the order of 50% and note that,

for the first time, plant engineering personnel in the field are able to perform

software modifications.

The logical operations of plant coordination and process operator support program-

ming are thus greatly facilitated, at present, by the use of structurally extended

FORTRAN preprocessing. However in the near future a new process control language

standard may evolve to overcome the inadequacies of FORTRAN and to incorporate mod-

ern thinking with respect to structured programming.

File Structure

All operations of the pilot plant computer programming are coordinated by a struc-
ture of data files. In the case study plant, two of these files, the facilities Sta-
tus File (STA.FIL) and the operations Directory File (DIR.FIL), are used to coordin-
ate the facilities management and information retrieval, respectively. When the op-
erating software is first installed, an initialization program (INIFLS) creates these
files and inserts certain information regarding the active facilities connected to
the computer. In addition a file of experimental protocol data (PRCL) and a file of

parameters which describe the measured variables (SCAN) are required by the data ac-
quisition and data analysis programming. These files are created by two separate
programs (PCLFAC and SCNFIL). The remaining file (DATA) is created for each experi -
ment at the time of its initialization and holds all of the data acquired during the

experiment. The ensuing discussion, which elaborates the structural and operational

details of these files, serves to illustrate the interdependence of system objectives

and the formulation of its file structures.

Status File

The coordination of operations which occur asynchronously on different fermenta-

tion facilities is easily accomplished by maintaining a Status File of essential
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scheduling information for each facility connected to the computer. Each record of

this file contains the status information pertaining to a single process unit. This

information includes an experiment number, facilities flags, and other necessary da-

ta, as shown in Table 5. When a new fermentation is scheduled, the Status File is

first checked to see if the facility is activated (IACT). If the facility has been

inactivated for any reason, the operator is informed of this. If the facility is ac-

tive, the busy flag (IBSY) is next tested to determine if it is in use or free. If

the facility is free, the busy flag is set to reserve it for an experiment, and the

operator is informed of the outcome. When the experimental protocol file has been

completed, upon entry of all required experimental conditions, by means of programmed

dialog (PCLFAC) a ready flag (IRDY) is set. When the fermenter is inoculated, ano-

ther program (RUNFAC) is called to clear the ready flag and set the run flag (IRUN),

thus placing the facility on-line for data acquisition. This program also initial-

izes the experimental run time to zero and records the starting time. When an exper-

iment is finished, a program (ENDEXP) clears the run flag and sets the halt flag

(IHLT) to terminate data acquisition and storage. The experimental data can then be

transmitted to archival files on the time-sharing computer (DATSND) if this was not

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Experiment number (IEXP )
Facility number (IFAC )
Date
(10 characters) (DATX)
Time
(8 characters) (TIMX)
Keyword 1

(10 characters) (KEY1)
ime, 3

ime, minutes .

me,

scan rs Keyword 5
scan, minutes (10 characters) (KEYS)
scan, Name

(10 characters) (NAME)

Table 5 Structure of the Table 6 Structure of the

Status File (STA.FIL) Directory File (DIR.FIL)
records. records.

already done on-line. After the files are properly stored, the Status File for the

selected facility can be reinitialized, clearing the busy and halt flags, to set the

facility, free again for further use. During all stages of experimental conduct,

then, the information in the Status File is used to detect potential conflict situa-

tions for eventual resolution by the process operator. Although the case study plant

only has six possible fermentations in simultaneous operation, this concept has pro-

ved valuable and could easily be extended to pilot plants with forty or more fer-

menters.
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Directory File

In order to facilitate later information retrieval, a directory of process opera-

tions is maintained on the system disk. This file is analogous to the Table of Con-

tents in a book. As shown in Table 6, it gives the sequence number and facility num-

ber for each operation on file, followed by the date upon which the operation was be-

gun. A series of six keywords is also included, the last of which is to be the name

of the person responsible for the operation. To conserve file space the keywords are

limited to a length of 10 characters. The keyword entries are to be arranged in hi-

erarchical order, from most significant to least significant. As an example, a typ-

ical list for a yeast fermentation might appear as follows:

Keyword 1: OPERATION (
Keyword 2: STRAIN (
Keyword 3: SUBSTRATE (Glucose)
Keyword 4: FACILITY (500 L)
Keyword 5: MODE (

One should standardize these entries, so that data can easily be retrieved by the ap-

propriate keywords at a later date. A program which lists all the keywords currently

in use upon demand would also be helpful in controlling the growth of keywords.

A new Directory File entry is written each time a process operation is initiated.

At this time the directory data is solicited from the operator by a directory main-

tenance program (INIDIR). Before this data is entered the process will not be con-

sidered in a READY state, and cannot be run. When the required data has been Sup-

plied by the process operator, a counter in the headword of the Directory File is in-

cremented, and the experiment number (IEXP) is assigned. While the experiment is

running, individual programs may refer to this directory for brief information re-

garding the experiment, such as the name of the person who is responsible. Such in-

formation is retrieved and printed at the top of hourly process logs, for instance.

It is expected that the maintenance of this brief directory file will greatly simpli-

fy and accelerate later information retrieval in pilot plants where large numbers of

experiments are performed each year.

Scan File

A control file describing all acquired input variables is constructed for each ac-

tive facility connected to the computer. Each record in this file controls the ac-

quisition, and possibly the setpoint, of a single process variable. Items in each

record of this file, as indicated in Table 7, include the variable number, A/D con-

verter gain and channel codes, zero and span for the normalization of raw measure-

ments over the range 0 to 1, engineering zero and span for the conversion of normal-

ized variables to engineering units, alarm limits (in engineering units) on the input

variables, and a code to select a calibration function if necessary. In the case of

controlled variables, the setpoint, algorithm number, proportional band gain, reset

time, and rate time constant are appended to the scan control record. This control
[23-26 ]record technique is time-proven in the process industries >» and has the advan-
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tage that all of the information pertaining to a given process variable is assembled

in a single location for modification by the process operator or by programmed proto-

col. In the case study plant, this file can be modified, for instance, either by the

process operator parameter change program (PARCHG) or automatically according to a

predetermined protocol by an update program (PARUPD) which is scheduled at one minute

intervals. In the case of direct digital control, or rapid data acquisition, a copy

of this file can be maintained in the high speed memory of the computer and refreshed

at periodic intervals from the updated disk file.

 

 

 

Run time, minutes (NMIN)
Variable number (NVAR)

Parameter number (NPAR)
0 = Data

1 = Meas. zero

2 = Meas. span
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Table 7 Structure of the Table 8 Structure of the
Scan File (SCAN) Protocol File (PRCL)
records. records.

Protocol File

A special feature of batch fermentation experiments is that one would like to re-

peat previous experiments with planned changes, according to established protocols.

A protocol file of these changes could thus be created for each new experiment. To

implement this feature in the case of a pilot plant of multiple fermenters, typically

in scale-up experiments, it is desired to have access at each fermentation vessel to

all of the previous protocol files at the time a new protocol file is opened. In the

case study plant these features were provided by means of a push-down list, ordered

by time, of the process parameter changes to be carried out. This list (PRCL) is

created at experiment initialization in the form shown in Table 8. The initializa-

tion subprogram (INIPCL) can either create a null (blank) file or can create an image

of a previous protocol file. Individual file entries, consisting of time-scheduled

changes of process parameters, can then either be inserted, deleted, or altered by a

separate program (PCLCHG) under control of the process operator. The changes inser-

ted by the operator in this way can be either for immediate action or can be timed to

occur later in an experiment. Thus at the end of an experiment the protocol file
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contains a complete historical account of all operational changes carried out over
the course of the fermentation. In this way comparison experiments can be repeated
as precisely as possible, and a vehicle is provided for implementing the decisions

indicated by dynamic optimization strategies.

Data File

The requirement that multiple fermentations be analyzed by the same methods, and

the requirement that many researchers have access to the gathered and analyzed data

leads to the acceptance of a single data file format for all experiments in a pilot

plant. This format can be made known to all users of the data base. Experience has
shown that the availability of a few simple programming examples illustrating the
operations of reading and writing files in the standardized format will enable re-
searchers to obtain immediate access to the data ina time-sharing environment.
Therefore all data files were standardized in the case study plant, as shown in Ta-
ble 9, with the first 32 variables in each data record being reserved for computer

 
 

 

 

 

 

Date

(10 characters) DATX)
Time

(8 characters) (TIMX)
Run time, minutes (ITIM )
Data DATA\ 1) Table 9 Structure of the
(32 variables) - Data (DATA)
[Measured values] DATA(32) nn

Analysis results DATA(33)

(28 variables) -
[Calculated values] DATA\(60)   

acquired data, and the next 28 variables being reserved for the reserved for the re-
sults of data analysis calculations. A new data record with a length of 60 variables

| is thus formed at each data acquisition cycle. When the programs for data acquisi-
| tion (ADSCAN), conversion to engineering units (CALIB), alarm logging (ALRMLG), data

analysis (DATANL), and control (CONTRL) have completed their processing of the new
data from a given fermenter, a copy of the data file is made on magnetic disk stor-
age, thus generating an additional record in the permanent data file of the running
experiment. Optionally, a copy of the data record can be sent over a data link toa

| time-sharing computer at this time (DATSND), or the entire data file can be sent in a
similar manner after the fermentation has been completed. In the case study plant,
these time-sharing files constitute the archival storage. Data gathered off-line
from laboratory analysis can be merged with this data to complete the files after the
fermentation has ended. When the files are thus completed, the results can be auto-

matically plotted at the time-sharing computer. Experience has shown that this plot- 
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ting feature alone can save as much as three days of technical time per fermentation.

Conclusion

Software and file structures have now been developed which solve the problems of

data processing, operator control, and external data communications in the fermenta-

tion pilot plant. These structures can easily be extended to the case in which mul-

tiple process computers in a pilot plant share data with a central computer. In ad-

dition certain functions of a process operator console have been defined which have

proven to be necessary in a pilot fermentation plant. It is believed that the pro-

gramming of these functions is best performed in a programming language which offers

more, and more powerful, structural constructs than the FORTRAN language in order to

clarify and simplify the program logic. Experience with one such language, in the

form of a preprocessor for FORTRAN, has shown that such constructs are particularly

useful for programming graphics for the operator console. Also useful in pilot plant

operation have been the FORTRAN extensions for data exchange in computer networks.

The use of these has allowed fermentation data to be transmitted to a time-sharing

computer during an experiment. This further allowed the process operator to run a

modelling and identification progam upon this data in the time-sharing computer, and

permitted the resultant model parameters to be brought back over the data link for

eventual use in model-dependent control strategies. The availability of computers in

fermentation pilot plants, and especially the availability of computer networks, thus

enables researchers to closely couple data acquisition and analysis with modelling

and optimization for most rapid process development.
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